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* The ____________ enables us to know how the particle is far from its mean position at  
t = 0.  
a) phase   b) Amplitude   c) time period   d) frequency  

      *.   Any motion which repeats itself in equal intervals of time is called as ____________. 

            a) aperiodic motion   b) linear motion   c) periodic motion   d) exponential motion  
      *. An object of mass m executing simple harmonic motion is acted upon  
           _______.  

a) linear force   b) restoring force   c) double force   d) nonlinear force  
     * A particle is subjected to two collinear SHMs of with different amplitudes and same  
         periods but phase difference of π. The amplitude of resultant SHM will be______________.      

a) difference of amplitudes of the two SHMs b) sum of amplitudes of the two SHMs  
c) product of amplitudes of the two SHMs   d) ratio of amplitudes of the two SHMs  

    *. If two mutually perpendicular SHMs of the different amplitudes and time periods  
        with phase difference of 45°, then the resultant vibration is ___________. 
         a) elliptical   b) circular   c) oblique elliptical  d) parabolic  
   *.  The beats can be defined as ____________variation of intensity of wave at a point due  
        to superposition of two waves of slightly different frequencies along same direction.  
          a) constant   b) periodic  c) exponential  d) linear  
  *. Two mutually perpendicular SHMs with different amplitudes and time periods in the ratio of  
       1:2 superimpose each other, if their phase difference is π/2, the particle will describe a  
        path representing the figure of ___________.  
        a) infinity  b) straight line  c) parabola  d) Eight   

   *. A particle oscillates with SHM, its displacement equation is given by x =4 sin (2t+π/3),  
                  its time period is found to be ________.  

      a) 2 sec   b) 0.5 sec  c) 3.14sec  d) 6.28  
*. The magnitude of maximum value of displacement on either side from the  
     equilibrium position is _________.  
      a) phase  b) Amplitude  c) time period  d) frequency  
*. The time period of simple pendulum of infinite length is given by ____________. 
        a)finite  b) zero   c) infinite  d) constant value   
*. The general solution of the differential equation of simple harmonic equation  
        is   given by ___________.   
        a) x = A sinωt   b) x = A cosωt  c)x = A cosδ   d) x = A sin (ωt+δ)  
*.  The particle is executing S. H. M., phase difference between its displacement and velocity  
       is ________    
       a) π   b) zero  c) π/2  d) -π/4  
*. If two mutually perpendicular SHMs of the same amplitudes and time periods with   
      phase difference of 90°, then the resultant vibration is ___________.  
      a) elliptical  b) circular  c)straight line  d) parabolic  
*.When two waves of equal amplitude but slightly different frequencies superimpose, 
       the resultant intensity of the wave varies periodically with time, This wave is called as  
        ____________.   
        a) Lissajous figures b) composite wave  c) beats d) perpendicular SHMs  
*. Two mutually perpendicular SHMs with different amplitudes and time periods in  
      the ratio of 1:2 superimpose each other, if their phase difference is zero, the particle  
      will describe a path representing the figure of ___________.   
       a) infinity  b) straight line  c) parabola  d) Eight  
*. A particle oscillates with SHM, its displacement equation is given by x = 5 cos (2t+π/6), 
     its frequency is found to be ________.   
      a) (1/2π) Hz  b) (1/π) Hz  c) (2/π) Hz  d) (1/4π) Hz  
*. A particle is subjected to two collinear SHMs of with different amplitudes and same 

periods but phase difference of zero. The amplitude of resultant SHM will ______________. a) 



difference of amplitudes of the two SHMs  b) sum of amplitudes of the two SHMs   
c) product of amplitudes of the two SHMs  d) ratio of amplitudes of the two SHMs   

*. If two mutually perpendicular SHMs of the different amplitudes and same time periods  
     with phase difference of π°, then the resultant vibration is ___________.  
      a) elliptical  b) circular  c) oblique elliptical  d) straight line  
*. If the particle is subjected to two mutually perpendicular SHMs , it describes a curve  
      which is called ___________.   
       a) Helical path  b) Lissajous figure  c) Hyperbola  d) central figure   
*. A particle oscillates with SHM, its displacement equation is given by x =5 cos (2t+π/6) cm,  
     its velocity at t=0 is found to be ________.  
      a) 10cm/s   b) -5cm/s  c) -12.5cm/s  d) zero  
*. A mass on a spring undergoes SHM. The maximum displacement from the equilibrium is called? 
      a) Period  b) Frequency  c) Amplitude  d) Wavelength  
*. Which of the following function represents a simple harmonic oscillation? 
      a) sinωt – cosωt   b) sin2ωt  c) sinωx+sin2ωt  d) sinωx−sin2ωt 
*. The periodic time of a body moving in simple harmonic motion is ______. 

       a) Directly proportional to its angular velocity   b) Directly proportional to the weight of the body 

       c) Directly proportional to the momentum of swinging body   d) Inversely proportional to the angular velocity 

*. The Lissajous patterns help in the measurement of _____________. 

      a) Phase difference between two sine wave b) unknown Frequency of SHM   c) Both (a) and (b)  

      d) Difference between amplitudes of two SHMs 

*. If composition of two SHMs have a circular figure, the phase difference () and the amplitudes of two  
      SHMs (A and B) are respectively _____________. 

      a)  = 0 , AB  b)   0 , A=B  c)  = /2 , AB   d)  =/2, A=B   
*. Which of the following is not essential for simple harmonic motions ? 

                    a) Inertia   b) Gravity  c) Restoring force  d)Elasticity  
*.  The light waves are ___________.  
       a) transverse wave  b) longitudinal wave  c) mixed wave   
       d) sometimes transverse, sometimes longitudinal waves  
 *. Of the following properties of the wave, the one that is independent of the others 
         is its ____________.  
        a) speed  b) amplitude  c) wavelength  d) frequency   
 *.__________ wave do not transfer energy from one place to another.  
        a) longitudinal wave  b) transverse wave c) progressive wave d) stationary wave  

  *. In progressive wave, two neighboring points _________.   
    a) are in same phase   b) are out of phase   c) are not in same phase    
    d) have phase difference of 90°  
*. Transverse waves on a stretched string has the velocity which depends upon  
     _____________.   
    a) the amplitude of the vibration  b) the tension in the string  
    c) the wavelength of the string  d) the acceleration of the particles of the string  
*. A traveling wave propagates according to the expression y=0.04sin(200x-3.0t), where y is 
    the displacement in meters at position x and time t. Phase velocity of the wave is found to   
    be ____________. 
    a) 0.66 cm/s  b) 0.12 cm/s  c) 1.5 cm/s  c) 0.8 cm/s  
*. A string with some definite length L, rigidly held at both ends, is plucked so that it sets  
   into vibrations simple harmonically. The ends of the string vibrates with zero amplitude which  
   are called__________.   
   a) fundamental frequency b) harmonics  c) nodes d) antinodes  
*. _______ is the resultant of the variation in amplitude of the two waves.  
  a) beats b) phase velocity  c) wave velocity  d) group velocity  



*. The sound waves are ___________.   
    a) transverse wave  b) longitudinal wave  c) mixed wave d) some times transverse, some times longitudinal waves  
*Wave transmits __________ from one place to another.   
     a) mass  b) amplitude  c) wavelength  d) energy  
*. The waves in which particle vibrate about their mean position in the direction of wave propagation  
      is called ______________.  
     a) longitudinal wave  b) transverse wave  c) progressive wave  d)stationary wave  
*. In progressive wave, the disturbance propagates with definite _______________.   

                   a) velocity b) acceleration c) displacement d) time   
*. The speed of a wave in a stretched string depends upon_________. 
       a) the amplitude of the vibration  b) the tension in the string  c) the wavelength of the string  
      d) the acceleration of the particles of the string   
*. A traveling wave propagates according to the expression y=0.04sin(200x-3.0t), where y is  
      the displacement at position x and time t. Frequency of wave is found to be ____________.  
      a) 3π Hz  b) 6π Hz  c) 1.5 π Hz  d) 0.66π Hz    
*. ________________ is a motion in which all particles of the string move sinusoidal  
      with the same frequency.   
       a) Normal mode  b) stationary wave c) progressive wave  d) travelling wave  
*. Group velocity is the resultant of the variation in ____________ of the two waves.  
       a) time  b) frequency  c) amplitude  d) phase  
*. A wave is travelling in the positive direction along x-axis is represented by an equation  
      y(x, t)= ___________   
      a) A sin (k x +ωt)  b)A sin (ωt- k x ) c) A sin (k t +ωx)  d) A sin (k x +iωt)  
*. In travelling wave, motion of all particles are _________.  

a) similar in nature   b) random  c) perpendicular with each other d) linear in nature  
*. The frequency of transverse waves on a stretched string is ____________.   
       a) directly proportional to length of the string b) directly proportional to mass per unit  
       length  c) inversely proportional to length of the string  d) inversely proportional to 
        square root of  tension in the string.  
*. A string with some definite length L, rigidly held at both ends, is plucked so that it sets 
       into vibrations simple harmonically. The string will have ________at antinodes   
       a) zero amplitude  b) unit amplitude  c) maximum amplitude  d) periodic variation of amplitude  
*. For a non-dispersive medium, the relation between group velocity (Vg) and a phase velocity 
       (Vp) ________.   
       a) Vg =Vp  b) Vg =λVp  c) Vg =k Vp d) Vg = T Vp 
*. What is the frequency of a wave that has a speed of 0.4 m/s and a wavelength of 0.020 meter?       
        a) 10Hz   b) 20Hz   c) 0.008 Hz   d) 0.5Hz  
*. In stationary wave  the amplitude  is____________. 
      a) maximum at nodes  b) maximum at antinodes c) minimum at nodes   d) zero at all the points 

           *. A travelling wave on a string is described by y = 3 sin (3.14x -314t) cm. Maximum velocity 
                  on the string is ____________. 
                  a) 94.2cm/s   b) 942cm/s  c) 104.6 cm/s  d)1.05 cm/s  
          *.  A guitar string is 90cm and a fundamental frequency of 124 Hz. Where it should be pressed to  
                 produce fundamental frequency of 186 Hz? 
                 a) 100cm   b) 120 cm  c) 80 cm  d) 60cm 

          *. If y1 = 10sin (100t-4x) and y2 = 10sin (90t-3x) (all in CGS units) are two component waves  
                forming a group of waves travelling in a negative direction, the group velocity ________. 

                a) 5 cm/s  b) 10 cm/s  c)  cm/s  d) 9 cm/s 
                 

 


